
Second Quarter 2011 Portfolio Commentary

Crows, Penguins and the Stock Market 

As the crow flies, not much ground got covered in the 

market this quarter, with the Russell 2000 down 1.61%. 

Our small-cap composite trailed by 25 basis points, down 

1.86%. This brings our year-to-date performance to 

10.75%, versus 6.21% for the benchmark, for a lead of 

454 basis points.

There was a lot of drama all quarter long, and all that 

fussing didn’t make for a relaxing voyage. On the ground 

the journey felt a lot longer, full of ups and downs and 

twists and turns. The Russell 2000 peaked on April 29 at 

865.29, bottomed on June 13 at 777.20, and then exited 

the last few days of the month with a rally, up 6.58%. 

We’re pleased that our stocks did well in that run, giving 

us a 7.39% return. Our 81 basis point lead in the rally 

wasn’t quite enough to help us completely close the gap 

with the benchmark by quarter-end, however.

Outliers’ net impact on performance

Our top three stocks generated 1.1% (Shutterfly, Cadence 

Design and Air Methods), and our worst three detracted 

2.2% (MGIC Investment, Progress Software and 

Sotheby’s), for a negative net contribution of our outliers 

of 1.1%. Though not a rare occurrence, it is infrequent, and 

not the kind of result we like to see from our outliers. The 

goal, after all, is to have our big winners overwhelm our 

big losers.

In the 62 quarters since 12/31/95, there have been 22 

quarters (35% of the time) that our bottom three stocks 

outweighed our top three stocks. And in 18 of those 

quarters (82% of the time) the market was down as well, 

just like this one.

The net detraction has ranged from a teeny 1 basis point 

to a whopping 516 basis points (though to be fair, in that 

case the Russell was down 26%, so it wasn’t only due to 

lunkheadedness on our part). Most of the  time (17 out of 

22 quarters or 77% of the time), the  detraction was less 

than 200 basis points. In short, while undesirable, the 

existence and size of the net negative contribution from 

our outliers is well within normal.

Stock versus portfolio contribution

The good news was that the rest of the portfolio 

outperformed the Russell 2000, down only 70 basis 

points, boosting our relative performance by 91 basis 

points. Knowing that the bulk of the portfolio did better 

than the index tells us that the portfolio remains on 

solid footing, despite the slight lag in performance 

for the quarter. It also makes the case that our 

underperformance was more stock specific than not.

The biggest detractor to performance was private 

mortgage insurer MGIC Investment Corp. (MTG), which 

cost us 1.1% in performance. We knew at purchase that 

this holding would be volatile, dominated in the short-run 

by investors playing data point bingo as headlines on 

housing, employment and legislation hit the tape. The log 

jam resulting from the standoff between banks, servicers 

and insurers is beginning to ease with settlements being 

coughed up by the bad actors, market share is shifting 

away from the FHA and toward the private mortgage 

insurers, and insiders are buying the stock aggressively. 

By Mariko Gordon, CFA
Founder, CEO & CIO



Small-Cap Performance

There’s tremendous value and earnings power in this 

misunderstood stock, but a cast-iron stomach is required, 

at least until the economic news becomes cheerier.

Sector contribution

Our sector weights weren’t much help, as the defensive 

sectors were the place to be in the market this quarter. 

Utilities (+5.2%), Health Care (+3.7%) and Consumer 

Staples (+3.4%) were the big winners, while the biggest 

losers were Energy (-7.0%) and Technology (-4.4%). We 

own no Utilities, our Consumer Staples holdings (Chiquita 

and United Natural) were both down for the quarter, and 

though our Health Care stocks had slightly higher returns 

than the benchmark, we were slightly underweight, and so 

they weren’t able to help.

Our relative winning sectors were Consumer 

Discretionary, Materials & Processing and Technology, 

contributing 56, 55 and 53 basis points respectively in 

relative outperformance. 

What’s going on in 

the market

Quality and Growth continued the 

first quarter trend of being the “it” girls. The 

larger market caps, higher return companies, low beta, 

high stock price and high p/e, faster growing companies 

did best.

There was some flip-flopping between the “risk on” and 

“risk off” trade during the quarter, but in general, with 

this much squeamishness about the prospects for both 

the domestic and the global economy, never mind whole 

countries being declared insolvent and having their credit 

ratings put on watch (including the U.S.), the market was 

not focused on fundamentals.

Supply, demand and psychology

Retail investors fled to the perceived safety of bonds. $4.7 

billion in mutual fund outflows hit the small-cap space 

over the last two months, with another $1.7 billion leaving 

the leading Russell 2000 ETF (IWM). As a result, the 

latest American 

Association of 

Individual Investors 

survey indicates levels of 

bearishness that are bullish for the market (current levels 

of bearishness are close to March ‘09 and July/August 

‘10 levels), and certainly corporate insiders became much 

more positive as we neared June’s lows. Both augur well 

for a rebound.

Professional small-cap investors (at least those who 

responded to a Credit Suisse survey and as confirmed by 

eVestment data) indicated that they were taking a wait 

and see attitude, with slightly higher than normal cash 

levels, and lower position turnover, given the paucity of 

compelling ideas.

Small-cap vs. large-cap stocks

Small caps lagged large caps this quarter (the S&P 

500 was up 0.1%), though the Russell 2000 is beating 

the large-cap index year to date by a slim margin 



(6.2% versus 6.0%). As a result, small caps look less 

expensive on a relative basis than they once did. Fearful 

environments favor large caps, and greedy ones favor 

small. The key will remain the difference in relative 

earnings growth rates. In aggregate, preannouncements 

have ticked up, and the growth rate in reported earnings 

is decelerating. When earnings expectations come in line 

with reality after a correction, a sustainable rally can be 

launched, provided that macro factors improve (or at least 

become more predictable). Small-cap earnings growth will 

drive performance.

The last recession was a hall pass for companies to take 

a machete to costs. Any management team hitherto too 

timid to take action found that their survival instincts 

kicked in and that, when the company’s very survival was 

at stake, they had political cover to do even more than 

what was strictly necessary.

The big impact of cost reductions are behind us, and 

now inflation in raw materials is hitting right when the 

economy has gone from recovery to an expansion phase 

with shaky underpinnings, putting sales and profit growth 



Small-Cap Performance

at risk. Earnings growth rates have slowed down, which, in 

combination with the global macro environment, has made 

investors very skittish. How much to pay for earnings that 

are more dependent on factors outside of management’s 

control? That is the question.

Penguins, icebergs and sharks 

A market that’s fixated more on growth than on price 

can look like a melting iceberg on top of which huddle a 

handful of expensive, fast-growing penguins. Every time 

one of those penguins misses earnings expectations, it 

gets shoved off the iceberg and becomes shark fodder. 

Late in the cycle we always have to get rid of expensive, 

fast-growing merchandise so as to avoid feeding the Wall 

Street sharks. The multiple compression that comes with a 

miss causes far more stock price damage than the actual 

earnings shortfall.

As we wait for a market where companies with better 

growth prospects are in aggregate cheap, we find value 

in stocks where investor psychology is most negative, and 

these often have stock prices driven more by sentiment 

than fundamentals. These also tend to be more volatile 

and unpredictable in the short run, but when investor 

psychology turns, returns are fat and booked quickly.  

We continue to scour the investment landscape for good 

ideas. We’ve had a couple of works in process get snatched 

by acquirers before we could finish our due diligence, 

which adds to the frustration. Companies are deploying 

cash to buy growth, and we see that with the acceleration 

in mergers and acquisitions. The market is rewarding those 

companies deploying cash to pay down debt or to pay (or 

raise) a dividend. We are seeing the pace of announced 

buybacks accelerate, particularly among those companies 

most unloved by investors.

We are ready to pounce on new ideas this earnings 

season when expectations collide with reality, and as ever, 

we continue to stick to both our valuation and our sell 

disciplines. We’ve learned over the years that in these 

market environments, it pays to do so. ●



Second Quarter 2011 Performance Review

Franklin Regional Retirement System   
Cumulative and Annualized Returns 
Investment Objective
We aim to beat the Russell 2000, using a high-conviction portfolio of no more than 
35 stocks. As active managers, we are hired to invest in only our best ideas, using a 
thorough, disciplined, company-specific approach.
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Second Quarter 2011 Performance Review

Franklin Regional Retirement System Returns

Cumulative Annualized

2Q YTD 1-Year 3-Year 5-Year 10-Year
Since

Inception 

Franklin Regional -1.8% 11.0% 47.6% 14.8% 10.0% 10.0% 12.2%

Russell 2000    -1.6% 6.2% 37.4% 7.8% 4.1% 6.3% 6.3%

Difference  -0.2% 4.8% 10.2% 7.0% 5.9% 3.7% 5.9%

Returns are stated gross of fees. For returns net of fees please refer to the Notes to Performance. 
Performance from inception (01/06/00) through 06/30/11. 

Return (%)

     Franklin Regional                                 Russell 2000



Second Quarter 2011 Performance Review

Franklin Regional Retirement System 
Annual Returns vs. Russell 2000
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Franklin Regional Retirement System vs. Russell 2000
Returns by Calendar Year
The difference between Daruma and the Index is stated above and below each pair of annual returns.

Returns are stated gross of fees. For returns net of fees please refer to the Notes to 
Performance. Performance from inception (01/06/00) through 06/30/11. 

Return (%)

     Franklin Regional                                 Russell 2000
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Small-Cap Equity Composite

Notes to Performance

Daruma Asset Management, Inc. is an independent 

investment advisor registered under the Investment 

Advisors Act of 1940. Daruma was established 

in April 1995 by Mariko O. Gordon, CFA, Founder, 

CEO and CIO, and until March 1998 was known as 

CastleRock Capital Management, Inc. Daruma is 

located in New York City and provides investment 

management services to public and corporate 

pension funds, endowments, foundations and other 

nonprofit organizations and individuals.

The investment strategy of Daruma’s small-cap 

composite emphasizes long-term growth by buying 

companies at a value price with accelerating 

earnings. Daruma manages a concentrated portfolio 

of typically no less than 25 and no more than 35 

stocks, and primarily invests in companies with a 

market capitalization of up to $2 billion at purchase. 

The benchmark that best reflects the composite’s 

investment style is the Russell 2000 Index (the 

“Index”). The Index represents the bottom two-

thirds of the largest 3000 publicly traded companies 

domiciled in the United States. It is rebalanced 

annually in June. The Index performance is provided 

directly to Daruma by the Russell Investment 

Group each month and reflects the reinvestment 

of dividends, but does not reflect fees, brokerage 

commissions or other investment expenses.

The gross performance results of Daruma’s small-

cap composite are presented after all trading 

commissions but before management and custodial 

fees. Net-of-fees composite results are calculated 

by subtracting the management fees paid, but do 

not include custodial fees paid by clients. A client’s 

return will be reduced by all expenses incurred 

in managing the account. The fee schedule for 

separately managed accounts is 1.00% per annum of 

the assets under management, payable quarterly in 

arrears. Fees may be negotiable for certain larger or 

strategic investors.

Past performance does not guarantee future results, 

and there is the possibility of loss of value. Changes 

in markets, interest and exchange rates, economic 

and/or political conditions, as well as other factors, 

may influence future performance. Investment 

results are time-weighted performance calculations 

representing monthly total return. In other words, 

the performance period is monthly. All realized and 

unrealized gains and losses as well as all dividends 

and interest from investments and cash balances 

are included. Investment transactions are accounted 

for on a trade date basis. Composite valuations and 

returns are calculated and stated in U.S. dollars. 

The dispersion of annual returns is measured by the 

standard deviation across asset weighted portfolio 

returns represented within the composite for the 

full year. Additional information regarding Daruma’s 

policies for calculating and reporting returns is 

available upon request.

On 8/1/10, Daruma implemented a $400,000 

minimum account size for an account to be included 

in this composite. Prior to 8/1/10, there was no 

minimum account size requirement. All of the firm’s 

discretionary, fee paying clients using its small-

cap strategy are included in the composite, except 

for any new accounts that have not yet entered 

the composite. Daruma’s small-cap composite was 

created in July 1995. A complete list and description 

of Daruma’s composites is available upon request.



Performance

*Since Inception July 28, 1995 through December 31, 1995
** From 1995-1997 there were less than 5 portfolios in the composite for each full year period.

Daruma Asset Management, Inc. has prepared and presented this report in compliance with the Global Investment Performance Standards (GIPS®). 
Daruma has been independently verified for the period of July 28, 1995 to December 31, 2010. A copy of the verification report is available upon request. 

Period

Total Gross 
Return

(%)

Total Net
Return

(%)

Russell 2000
Return

(%)
Number of 
Portfolios

Dispersion**
(%)

Total 
Composite 

Assets
($ millions)

Total Firm
Assets

($ millions)

2010 32.12 31.33 26.86 61 0.55 1504 1805

2009 43.93 43.04 27.17 53 0.87 1206 1343

2008 -36.63 -37.06 -33.79 53 0.69 738 852

2007 13.06 12.35 -1.57 54 0.38 1185 1188

2006 13.55 12.81 18.37 58 0.45 1085 1089

2005 10.93 10.17 4.55 53 0.40 985 992

2004 23.48 22.66 18.33 53 0.54 929 932

2003 36.74 35.84 47.25 64 1.35 902 901

2002 -21.83 -22.41 -20.48 68 0.77 660 672

2001 16.57 15.79 2.49 58 0.74 799 816

2000 19.26 18.55 -3.02 50 1.24 572 706

1999 4.22 3.62 21.26 32 0.53 293 386

1998 16.32 15.64 -2.55 13 0.49 109 221

1997 42.52 41.89 22.36 ≤5 NA 20 57

1996 23.99 22.87 16.49 ≤5 NA 8 30

1995* 12.23 12.04 6.31 ≤5 NA 2 2

Daruma Small-Cap Equity Composite Since Inception Through December 31, 2010


